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      Well, another year has escaped us. The sun is 
shining, the birds are chirping, and the libraries are 
filled with students who haven’t showered in weeks. 
It’s the most magical time of the year. As cynical as I 
may be, I am so excited and honored to present you 
with this issue of Surgam. It has been one heck of a 
year, but there’s nothing like a good literary magazine 
to take off the edge.
      As an English major and your Literary Czarina, 
I’ve found myself pondering what the role of art is in 
today’s day and age. Is it to entertain? Is it to provoke 
thoughts? Is it meant to convey an ideal, or shine 
a mirror on our current state? Good art, I would 
argue, has all of the above. The sillier poems are just 
as valuable as the serious ones: a moment of release, 
of laughter, can reinvigorate any fighter or anyone 
down on their luck. I think that’s what makes Sur-
gam so special: we have all of the above, and we do 
so proudly. 
      Now, embarrassingly, for a brief personal note: 
this is my last issue editing Surgam, and I am far 
more emotional than I thought I would be. The rush 
of reading a great submission, the laughter of sitting 
around a cozy editorial board table, the stress of 
running to and from the printer: I will miss all of it 
immensely. None of this would be possible without 
the incredible authors and artists who choose to 
share their work with Surgam. Thank you so much 
for making this year and this issue so utterly enjoy-
able and beautiful. 
      Okay, enough emotion! We have a literary maga-
zine to read. On with the show!

 Juliana Kaplan
Literary Czar, 2016-2017

Editor’s Note
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Ferris Booth: An honest review
Brendan Stewart

It’s been oft repeated that the definition of insanity 
is doing the same thing over and over, but expect-
ing different results. Under the assumption that this 
holds true, then, my friends, I am utterly mad. Be-
ginning with the week after NSOP, Columbia Dining 
has assailed the student body with daily fare that 
maxes out its praise at mediocre. However, all dining 
halls’ attempts at fusion cuisine inevitably result in 
appropriativecrimes against gastronomy. In hind-
sight I should not have swiped into Ferris Booth on 
the evening of September 2, 2015. I should not have
headed to the action station. I should not have 
picked up a plate of kimchi pulled pork sliders.

I made the active decision to disregard my previous 
experiences with Columbia Dining’s traipses toward 
the edge of what can be considered polite dining. But 
alas, ignorance is piss, and once again my self-im-
posed naivety led me down a path of destruction. My 
tongue, my whole gastrointestinal tract: irreparably 
scarred. My psyche: wounded. Many European cul-
tures have a time-honored tradition of pairing pork 
with fermented cabbage. Could Columbia Dining do 
the same with Western barbeque and Eastern veg-
gies? Yes – but a more pertinent question would be
“Should Columbia Dining do the same?” The answer 
is a resounding no.

The bun that encapsulated the sandwich (if one 
could call it that) had all the density of play-doh 
(which, as we remember, is fun to play with, not to 
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eat) and all the texture of a Brillo pad.  However, 
because bread is commonly thought of as edible and 
Brillo pads are considered a non-food item in most 
cultural circles, these buns in particular lacked the 
natural warning signs that would deter would-be 
foodies. If adaptive coloration had broken free of 
the chains which keep it confined simply to mother 
nature and been adopted by man in his feeble pursuit 
to emulate and improve upon, if one can call it that, 
what the good earth has given us, these buns
would be the veritable poison-arrow frogs of the 
culinary world. But no – colorful warning signs
have instead been relegated to the rainbow bagel, 
which, ironically draws crowds for just this reason.

While the texture of the bun-crust of these sand-
wiches should have been enough to turn me away for 
good through learned experience, my Id, crying out 
from the recesses of my consciousness for the neces-
sity of material sustenance overpowered my Super-
ego. I continued. Korea developed a barbeque cuisine 
of its own. Paired with kimchi, it is delightful. Eu-
ropean sausages and roast pork are wonderful with 
sauerkraut. While some Asian-Western mixes are
pleasant (such as your author, not to toot my own 
horn), this was a match made in hell. The result of 
roughly 30 seconds of experimentation in the back 
of a freezer: how can we use all this leftover kimchi 
and frozen pulled pork? By creating a monstrosity 
that would have made Victor Frankenstein proud. 
The crunch of the cabbage and its spicy vinegar tang 
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mixed with the cloying syrupiness of pork drowned 
in Heinz’s barbeque sauce birthed a flavor as sickly 
sweet as decaying flesh. Not being a waster of food, I 
downed the whole sorry dish and basked in my own 
self-loathing.

I cannot look in the mirror any more. If I am what I 
eat, then I am a monster.
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Black ripples cascade down your back, all
perfectly in place as you look over
your shoulder, turned towards the camera with
a lukewarm smile that hints on your lips.

Your eye opens enough to display a proud
Elegance, like a raindrop underneath the perfect
Arch of a rainbow above, matching what lies
Just out of view in perfect symmetry.

You preserve your beauty for all time,
An island princess encased in silver,
Full of confidence and vigor that
Slipped away as the years went by.

Eventually, you met him, and you fell
Head over heels until
He left you at the altar, but then fathered your chil-
dren
And the two of you reluctantly held hands into the 
sunset.

Adam Fasman

Abuela’s Lament
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I submit my body, my heart and my soul to the lord 
and savior of the human kind, the cat god.

Sent from my blackberry

Bharatha Madusanka Rankothge

I Submit

Kathleen Drake

Gums

let me climb into your cavities
and tell the sweet untruths
tomorrow, I will swing my legs
out, walk away
your sticky lips will seal my secrets

Sasha Grafit

Number 7

He was in that dark room doing number seven
Because for little children there is only doing number 
one
And number two
But when you’re all grown up
There’s so many more
Sordid
Toilet
Numbers to do
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I stood on the edge of the East River and thought 
about moments of release, the rubber tips of my 
grimy white converse sticking millimeters over the 
edge of the low concrete wall, the wind blowing just 
hard enough for me to wonder if it could push me 
over if I shifted my weight the wrong way. I thought 
about stumbling for the first time while drinking, 
feeling that shift in the prefrontal cortex, the breach 
of the levy that allows actions normally kept subdued 
by social constructions of decency to ebb into the 
mind, slowly washing over face and torso and limbs,
until you’re kissing a boy who you know can’t re-
member your name. I thought about orgasms, but 
also about the moments that follow, where bodies 
lean into each other and almost laugh because hu-
mans are messy and weird and that’s an odd reali-
zation to come to with a stranger. I thought about 
how it would feel for my body to hit the water, the air 
expelled from my lungs against its cool, hard surface, 
smothering my life below the waves. I didn’t think 
it because I was particularly sad or anything. It’s just 
that sometimes the mind wanders and imagines 
riding a bike into traffic or tumbling out of a window 
because mortality is fascinating and all but incom-
prehensible until your consciousness flickers out and 
disappears from the surface of the earth. I think that 
falling asleep after he leaves when my mind is still 
heavy with alcohol is the closest I can get to feeling 
that break, that snap between the real and unreal, the 
falling into Aristotle’s ether, the morbid complacency 
that it would be okay not to wake up.   

Veronica Suchodolski

takeoff
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I found myself traversing College Walk,
when suddenly my steps began to stray;
before I knew it, I’d walked south a block.

But something massive stood within my way –
a towering colonnade, a marble wall,
a looming building blocking out the day.

And though my eyes were rapt, that wasn’t all:
for at a distance I could almost hear
lamenting, cries – my skin began to crawl.

In horror at the ghastly sight so near,
I turned my eyes to face the steps of Low –
could Alma Mater, goddess, help me here?

The steps were covered, white with recent snow,
but as I strained to see the statue there,
I witnessed something that could not be so.

For what I saw – I couldn’t help but stare –
the pedestal held half its normal weight,
for Alma was no longer in her chair!

As I stood there, bewildered at my fate,
I heard a gentle voice call out to me –
“O friend, let go your fear of Butler’s gate!”

I whirled around – and who else should it be,
but Alma Mater, arms spread open wide!
She calmly said, “The building that you see

John Pederson

Alma’s Inferno Surgam
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is one where dangers lurk on every side.
It is your fate to journey through that place,
but have no fear, for I shall be your guide.”

“A trip through there?” I said, fear on my face,
“But Butler’s hell – where students go to suffer!
I doubt I have the strength, if that’s the case.”

She softly said, “My dear, you must act tougher.
Remember that you’ve faced a harsher trial –
your college application here was rougher.”

I hadn’t thought of that in quite a while –
her careful words now put my fears to rest:
Alma had won my bravery through guile.

“Alright,” I said to her, “I’ll do my best.
But if some danger makes me hesitate,
help me.” She said, “I’ll lead you on this quest.”

Our minds as one, we walked up to the gate.
I caught myself – a flagstone made me stumble –
and read the words upon the iron grate:

“BUTLER LIBRARY”. I heard a rumble –
the iron doors had opened on their own!
“Stand back!” cried Alma - “these words aren’t so 
humble.

To not display their purpose, set in stone,
the builders, with these words, hid their intent.
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They wrote an acronym - I’ll make it known:

‘Beyond, Unknowing Torturers Lament.
Every Retribution Lies In Blindness;
Repent, And Rescue Yourself.’” She fell silent.

“My patron goddess,” said I, “in your kindness,
could you explain the meaning of this text?
How can torturers themselves be mindless?”

She said, “Their wording here has you perplexed?
No matter – that is why you’re here, to learn;
you’ll understand it from what follows next.

But first, keep this in mind at every turn:
the easy part is entering this place;
the leaving’s hard, for which these students yearn.”

With that, she strode right in – I matched her pace.
We walked the primrose way into the fire:
upon those trodden floors, we left no trace.

We entered, reader, and a sound more dire
has never met my ears: the place was quiet!
The silence deafened in that wretched mire!

We’d reached the second gate – the first was by it –
when Alma said “It’s guarded, the last gate;
he needs your card, so smile as you try it.”
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I passed the doorway – a colossal weight
of marble hung above us, like a cave,
with limestone pillars, walls with inlaid slate.

I saw the entry’s guard. To him I gave
my card, so sly, in hopes he wouldn’t see
my patron goddess standing in the nave!

Without a glance, he swiped me in. “Can he,”
I said, “not see a goddess walking here?
Can’t people see you standing next to me?”

“Of course!” she said, “To all eyes I appear.
The question isn’t whether people could:
it’s whether they look up when I am near.

But back to why we’re here. I think you should
behold what’s in that room, for you will see
something that, once beheld, is understood.”

She motioned towards a shop that smelled of coffee.
The tiny store was crammed with every snack,
an endless hum, the smells of juice and tea.

A rank and file stretched along the back,
a line of weary students, one by one,
to pay for their shared curse – a caffeine lack.

“But can the battle with this curse be won?”
I asked her. Alma shrugged and said “To win?
With coffee, the best way is to have none.”

Alma’s Inferno
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“I still don’t get it - is caffeine a sin?”
Alma replied, “It’s not – but if it were,
how would their fitting punishment begin?”

“With contrapasso as their torturer,”
I said, “they’d walk in an eternal daze,
deprived of what they valued least – their slumber.

Trapped in an endless line, with downward gaze,
they’d wait and wait to pay the highest price
for bitter, tasteless coffee all their days.”

With twinkling eyes, she said “That would suffice;
it seems like something else resembles it.
But let’s away – no good to see things twice.”

She led me to a stairwell, dimly lit;
she began to climb the leftmost stairway.
Confused, I said “But isn’t hell a pit?

Don’t darker sins lie further from the day?
Why must we travel upward?” She replied,
“You’ll realize – this hell wasn’t made by Dante.”

We came to “CIRCULATION” – on each side
lay rooms and hallways, tiled with checkerboard;
the main room lay with doors flung open wide.

She said “This torture’s next – once you have toured
the rooms that hold the students’ main distress,
you’ll see how many reap their just reward.”
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As I approached, the air felt thick with stress.
I passed the doors into a massive room;
in magnitude, the pain there was no less.

Tall windows soared – their light cut through the 
gloom,
illuminating desks and chairs in rows;
both teemed with students who had met their doom.

For all the seats were filled – and even those
that didn’t hold a person held their coat,
like theater seats will when an audience grows.

Twin lights above each table seemed to float,
just like the eighth ring of that other Hell,
illuminating students as they wrote.

But on those desks – for I remember well –
there lay a drowning sea of work to do:
math problems, papers – past what I can tell.

And last, the students: some looked stressed, a few
seemed peaceful there – but most just needed sleep;
the countless multitude stretched out of view.

Now Alma whispered, “If you had to keep
procrastinators in eternal pain,
right here, what bitter harvest would they reap?”

Said I, “What, from these riddles, can I gain?
There must be something else you have in mind –
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these hypotheticals aren’t asked in vain.

But if I, toward those slackers, felt unkind,
to punish them according to their crime,
I’d make their days and nights an endless grind.

They’d suffer by the thing they wasted – time.
So lazy now, they soon would slave away:
they’d work for days, and never see a dime.

A project would press on them every day –
they’d stay up late, but never finish it;
such never-ending stress – that’s how they’d pay.

But tell me, what’s the point of all this wit?”
Alma said nothing, staring straight ahead;
I looked, I thought – and then the light bulb lit!

“That’s it!” I cried, “These people are not dead,
yet they still suffer by a fitting hand –
their actions are their punishment instead!”

The goddess smiled. “Then all is as I planned,
since you now see the secret of these bookshelves,
and how these people in between them stand.

For our bad habits, in and of themselves,
destroy us. That’s the torture of this place –
the pain that we inflict upon ourselves.
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It’s not the worst hell of the human race –
and yet it doesn’t wait for us to die:
from day to day, it stares us in the face.”

Her speech was done. I then replied, “I’ll try
to save myself from this. But please tell me –
how many here will never see the sky?”

“That is the only thing you’ve left to see,”
she said, “the number of those in their doom;
all those in pain – all those who cannot flee!”

She strode off into an adjacent room.
Between the desks, I trod the checkered floor,
but no one looked at me amid the gloom.

I thought about her lesson – past the door,
there lay a cavern smaller than the first,
but there, the pain was no less than before.

For there were now two floors that held the cursed;
one balconied above, and one below;
of all arrangements, this one was the worst.

For students stacked upon each other, so
that everywhere they looked, they saw their plight –
how they could stand it there, I do not know.

But Alma wasn’t done. So that I might
realize how many students languished there,
she toured me, floor by floor, into the night.
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Over a dozen rooms – if count I dare –
displayed the same imprisonment within.
It was too much – I cried “This isn’t fair!

Why must so many suffer without sin?”
She said, “I know the cause of your misgiving.
A quote would be a good place to begin:

‘The unexamined life is not worth living,’
and neither can it lead one to success.
Good lives aren’t for the taking or the giving;

they’re for the earning. Here, as you can guess,
their inattention to their way of life
gives most of them unnecessary stress.

For you will find your mere existence rife
with things that don’t fulfill your aspirations,
unless your careful planning ends such strife.

You must discover, by some meditation,
what way of life can lead you to your dreams;
you then must live that way – no hesitation.

Some students realize this, but this place teems
with those who haven’t. For those in the know,
they’re free – their torture isn’t what it seems.”

Her speech concluded. As we turned to go,
I looked at them. Some lay in deep frustration,
some looked hurt – their lifestyle pained them so.
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But some had something else – determination.
They worked long hours, but did not lament;
they hurt, but never lost their dedication.

But then I realized – that’s what Dante meant:
because some souls could dream, they were not 
burned; in hopes to reach the blessed, they were 
content.

So, reader, as you see, my tale has turned;
though Butler’s hell, you still control your fate.
I know the work is hard, but I have learned –
your future is the one that you create.
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I have seen sidereal archipelagos! and islands
Whose delirious skies are open to the sea-wanderer:
—Is it in these bottomless nights that you sleep and 
exile yourself,
Million golden birds, O future Vigor?
— “The Drunken Boat

I can’t sleep. It’s possible I’ve forgotten how.
Time slinks through my room whip-thin and sly, 
catches its shadow on the clanks of the radiator,
crawls into my bed and whines in my ear like a hurt 
dog.

It’s no use. Robert Frost splays across my sheets like 
an obscene crashing lullaby. The text blurs.
Silver stars bursting in my tired eyes and still no 
change.

Ruth Benedict at 3am one day. Layton and Wright at 
4, another and the next. Just until the sun
rises. William Byrd sits in my bad ear at 5am, cocks 
its head and pecks at the trembling matter of
my burnt-out skull. Flies off by 6. A shower of vibrat-
ing consonant feathers left to clean out.
Walter Benjamin at 7 when I finally get close.

With my soles planted in the technicolor sea-glass 
beaches of exhaustion I watch the waves lick
indifferently at my windlashed feet. Detached, they 
sink under the flowering branches of a
thousand crystal blooms. All rot.

Jean Kim

theory of learned helplessness
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Between one sweep of the eyelids and the next I find 
myself already in my seat. I have been told
femininity is lack. I must be a woman.

A spider spins breathless in my slow-pulsed heart. It 
eats only violets and sketches unsteady
sputtering castles in my throat. I swallow helplessly 
around its ramparts and portcullises. When I
open my mouth it vomits through my shuddering 
teeth and I choke on the threads—they cut my
mouth and the bloody shreds cast geometric patterns 
across the landscapes of my waking
dreams. Sugarsodden with the excess of the everyday. 
I can’t meet your eyes.

Let me make pilgrimage to the farthest horizon I can 
reach. I’ll spit filigree nightmares until I can
shape a home of every starless sky. The night stretch-
es cold and still, back into an age before
hunger when the first philosopher trapped the first 
truth in her jaws.

Punch me in the fucking face. I have to stay awake 
anyway.

There ought to be someone I can sue for this. There 
ought to be a law. I’m searching endlessly in
the same five places for things lost for weeks.
In the morning I rise to slather Yeats across my 
drowned eyes. Each day drifts me closer to an
end I cannot see.
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Special Photography
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